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I Survived Rumbuli
1979

offers a personal account of the nazi occupation of latvia and the germans execution of more than
thirty thousand jews in the rumbuli forest near the city of riga

Latvia in World War II
2006

valdis lumans provides an authoritative balanced and comprehensive account of one of the most
complex and conflicted arenas of the second world war struggling against both germany and the
soviet union latvia emerged as an independent nation state after the first world war in 1940 the
soviets occupied neutral latvia deporting or executing more than 30 000 latvians before the nazis
invaded in 1941 and installed a puppet regime the red army expelled the germans in 1944 and
reincorporated latvia as a soviet republic by the end of the war an estimated 180 000 latvians
fled to the west the soviets would deport at least another 100 000 drawing on a wide range of
sources many brought together here for the first time lumans synthesizes political military
social economic diplomatic and cultural history he moves carefully through traditional sources
many of them partisan to scholarship emerging since the end of the cold war to confront such
issues as political loyalties military collaboration resistance capitulation the soviet
occupation anti semitism and the latvian role in the holocaust

The Female Face of God in Auschwitz
2003

the first full length feminist dialogue with holocaust theory theology and social history
considers women s reactions to the holy in the camps at auschwitz

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Encyclopedia of
Camps and Ghettos, 1933 –1945: Volume II
2012-05-04

stands without doubt as the definitive reference guide on this topic in the world today holocaust
and genocide studies this volume of the extraordinary encyclopedia from the united states
holocaust memorial museum offers a comprehensive account of how the nazis conducted the holocaust
throughout the scattered towns and villages of poland and the soviet union it covers more than 1
150 sites including both open and closed ghettos regional essays outline the patterns of
ghettoization in nineteen german administrative regions each entry discusses key events in the
history of the ghetto living and working conditions activities of the jewish councils jewish
responses to persecution demographic changes and details of the ghetto s liquidation personal
testimonies help convey the character of each ghetto while source citations provide a guide to
additional information documentation of hundreds of smaller sites previously unknown or
overlooked in the historiography of the holocaust make this an indispensable reference work on
the destroyed jewish communities of eastern europe a very detailed analysis and history of the
events that took place in the towns villages and cities of german occupied eastern europe a rich
source of information library journal focuses specifically on the ghettos of nazi occupied
eastern europe stands without doubt as the definitive reference guide on this topic in the world
today this is not hyperbole but simply a recognition of the meticulous collaborative research
that went into assembling such a massive collection of information holocaust and genocide studies
no other work provides the same level of detail and supporting material choice



Commemorative Observances for Days of Remembrance
1985

the purpose of this work is to give voice to the very words used by the victims

Never Out of Reach
2015

this title tells a young poet s tragicomic account of crossed loves and rebellions as he grows
from boy to man under the vigilant eyes of the secret police and the state as a whole in the
soviet union between the 1950s and 1970s

The Jewish Holocaust
1995-01-01

this expanded edition of the guide to major books in english on the holocaust is organized into
ten subject areas reference materials european antisemitism background materials the holocaust
years jewish resistance

Writing the Holocaust
2008-06-26

arguing against the prevailing view that holocaust survivors encouraged by a new and flourishing
culture of witnessing have come forward only recently to tell their stories writing the holocaust
examines the full history of holocaust testimony from the first chroniclers confined to nazi
enforced ghettos to today s survivors writing as part of collective memory zoë waxman shows how
the conditions and motivations for bearing witness changed immeasurably she reveals the
multiplicity of holocaust experiences the historically contingent nature of victims responses and
the extent to which their identities secular or religious male or female east or west european
affected not only what they observed but also how they have written about their experiences in
particular she demonstrates that what survivors remember is substantially determined by the
context in which they are remembering

Trauma & Memory
2021-03-31

over the past decades the memory of the holocaust has not only become a common cultural
consciousness but also a cultural property shared by people all over the world this collection
brings together academics critics and creative practitioners from the fields of holocaust studies
literature history media studies creative writing and german studies to discuss contemporary
trends in holocaust commemoration and representation in literature film tv the entertainment
industry and social media the essays in this trans disciplinary collection debate how
contemporary culture engages with the legacy of the holocaust now that 75 years on from the end
of the second world war the number of actual survivors is dwindling it engages with ongoing
cultural debates in holocaust studies that have seen a development from largely testimonial
presentations of the holocaust to more fictional narratives both in literature and film in
addition to a number of chapters focusing in particular on literary trends in holocaust
representation the collection also assesses other forms of cultural production surrounding the
holocaust ranging from recent official memorialisation in germany to holocaust presentation in
film computer games and social media the collection also highlights the contributions by creative
practitioners such as writers and performers who use drama and the traditional art of
storytelling in order to keep memories alive and pass them on to new generations the chapters in
this book were originally published as a special issue of holocaust studies a journal of culture



and history

The Holocaust
2018-05-04

this book details the history of the jews their two millennia old struggle with a larger
christian world and the historical anti semitism that created the environment that helped pave
the way for the holocaust it helps students develop the interpretative skills in the fields of
history and law

The Good Assassin
2020-04-15

the thrilling true story of an israel spy s epic journey to bring the notorious butcher of latvia
to justice a page turner to rival anything by john le carre this real life tale of espionage will
leave readers on the edge of their seats

Resilience and Courage
2003-01-01

in this nechama tec s fifth book on the holocaust vivid individual stories blend effortlessly
with detailed comparisons of wartime experiences of women and men the result is a gripping
account of the distinct coping strategies and ultimate fate of each sex did women and men react
differently under extreme conditions tec seeks answers by examining their experiences in a
variety of holocaust settings during the initial stage of german occupation and in the ghettos
the nazi concentration and death camps the illegal christian world underground movements and the
forests she shows how in each of these environments the women and men negotiated the rough
terrain of a coercive and oppressive society the holocaust gender tapestry is complex and this
book carefully illuminates its varied strands book jacket title summary field provided by
blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

Fugitives of the Forest
2010-07-13

the heroic story of jewish resistance and survival during the second world war

The Liberation of the Camps
2015-01-01

a moving deeply researched account of survivors experiences of liberation from nazi death camps
and the long difficult years that followed seventy years have passed since the tortured inmates
of hitler s concentration and extermination camps were liberated when the horror of the
atrocities came fully to light it was easy for others to imagine the joyful relief of freed
prisoners yet for those who had survived the unimaginable the experience of liberation was a slow
grueling journey back to life in this unprecedented inquiry into the days months and years
following the arrival of allied forces at the nazi camps a foremost historian of the holocaust
draws on archival sources and especially on eyewitness testimonies to reveal the complex
challenges liberated victims faced and the daunting tasks their liberators undertook to help them
reclaim their shattered lives historian dan stone focuses on the survivors their feelings of
guilt exhaustion fear shame for having survived and devastating grief for lost family members
their immense medical problems and their later demands to be released from displaced persons
camps and resettled in countries of their own choosing stone also tracks the efforts of british
american canadian and russian liberators as they contended with survivors immediate needs then



grappled with longer term issues that shaped the postwar world and ushered in the first chill of
the cold war years ahead

Writing and Rewriting the Holocaust
1988-10-22

study of how historical memory and understanding are created in holocaust diaries memoirs fiction
poetry drama video testimony and memorials explores the consequences of narrative understanding
for the victims the survivors and subsequent generations annotation copyrighted by book news inc
portland or

Resistance
2013-05-02

nechama tec s defiance an account of a jewish partisan unit that fought the nazis in the polish
forests during world war ii was turned into a major feature film yet despite the attention this
film brought to the topic of jewish resistance tec who speaks widely about the holocaust and the
experience of jews in wartime poland still ran into the same question again and again why didn t
jews fight back to tec this question suggested that jews were somehow complicit in their own
extermination despite works by tec and others the stereotype of jewish passivity in the holocaust
persists in resistance tec draws on first hand accounts interviews and other sources to reveal
the full range of tactics employed to resist the nazi regime in poland she compares jewish and
non jewish groups showing that they faced vastly different conditions the jewish resistance had
its own particular aims especially the recovery of dignity and the salvation of lives tec
explores the conditions necessary for resistance including favorable topography a supply of arms
and effective leadership and dedicates the majority of the book to the stories of those who stood
up and fought back in any way that they could emphasizing the centrality of cooperation to the
jewish and polish resistance movements of world war ii tec argues that resistance is more than
not submitting that it requires taking action and demands cooperation with others whereas
resilience is individual in orientation tec writes resistance assumes others within this context
tec explores life in the ghettoes the organizations that arose within them and the famous
uprising in warsaw that began on january 18 1943 she tells of those who escaped to hide and fight
as partisans in the forests and considers the crucial role played by women who acted as couriers
carrying messages and supplies between the ghetto and the outside world tec also discusses
resistance in concentration camps vividly recounting the auschwitz birkenau camp uprising on
october 7 1944 the refusal of the rebel leaders to give information under unspeakable torture tec
displays was just one more of the many forms resistance took resistance is a rich book that
forever shatters the myth of jewish passivity in the face of annihilation

Sealing Their Fate
2009-05-26

as the japanese fleet prepared to sail from japan to pearl harbor the german army was launching
its final desperate assault on moscow while the british were planning a decisive blow against
rommel in north africa the british conquered the desert the germans succumbed to moscow s winter
and the japanese awakened the sleeping giant of american might in just three weeks from november
17 to december 8 the course of world war ii was decided and the fate of germany and japan was
sealed with new insight and a fresh perspective david downing tells the story of these crucial
days shifting the riveting narrative from snowbound russian villages to the stormy northern
pacific from the north african desert to europe s warring capitals and from tokyo to washington

Gender, Religion and Diversity
2005-12-01



gender religion and diversity provides an introduction to some of the most challenging
perspectives in the contemporary study of gender and religion in recent years women s and gender
studies have transformed the international study of religion through the use of interdisciplinary
and cross cultural methodologies which have opened up new and highly controversial issues
challenging previous paradigms and creating fresh fields of study as this book shows gender
studies in religion raises new and difficult questions about the gendered nature of religious
phenomena the relationship between power and knowledge the authority of religious texts and
institutions and the involvement and responsibility of the researcher undertaking such studies as
a gendered subject this book is the outcome of an international collaboration between a wide
range of researchers from different countries and fields of religious studies the range and
diversity of their contributions is the very strength of this book for it shows how gendering
works in studying different religious materials whether foundational texts from the bible or
koran philosophical ideas about truth essentialism history or symbolism the impact of french
feminist thinkers such as irigaray or kristeva or again critical perspectives dealing with the
impact of race gender and class on religion or by deconstructing religious data from a
postcolonial critical standpoint or examining the impact of imperialism and orientalism on
religion and gender

Hunting Evil
2010-05-04

already acclaimed in england as first rate the sunday times a model of meticulous courageous and
path breaking scholarship literary review and absorbing and thoroughly gripping deserves a
lasting place among histories of the war the sunday telegraph hunting evil is the first complete
and definitive account of how the nazis escaped and were pursued and captured or managed to live
long lives as fugitives at the end of the second world war an estimated 30 000 nazi war criminals
fled from justice including some of the highest ranking members of the nazi party many of them
have names that resonate deeply in twentieth century history eichmann mengele martin bormann and
klaus barbie not just for the monstrosity of their crimes but also because of the shadowy nature
of their post war existence holed up in the depths of latin america always one step ahead of
their pursuers aided and abetted by prominent people throughout europe they hid in foreboding
castles high in the austrian alps and were taken in by shady argentine secret agents the attempts
to bring them to justice are no less dramatic featuring vengeful holocaust survivors inept
politicians and daring plots to kidnap or assassinate the fugitives in this exhaustively
researched and compellingly written work of world war ii history and investigative reporting
journalist and novelist guy walters gives a comprehensive account of one of the most shocking and
important aspects of the war how the most notorious nazi war criminals escaped justice how they
were pursued captured or able to remain free until their natural deaths and how the nazis were
assisted while they were on the run by helpers ranging from a vatican bishop to a british camel
doctor and even members of western intelligence services based on all new interviews with nazi
hunters and former nazis and intelligence agents travels along the actual escape routes and
archival research in germany britain the united states austria and italy hunting evil
authoritatively debunks much of what has previously been understood about nazis and nazi hunters
in the post war era including myths about the alleged spider and odessa escape networks and the
surprising truth about the world s most legendary nazi hunter simon wiesenthal from its haunting
chronicle of the monstrous mass murders the nazis perpetrated and the murky details of their
postwar existence to the challenges of hunting them down hunting evil is a monumental work of
nonfiction written with the pacing and intrigue of a thriller

The World Reacts to the Holocaust
1996-09-24

among the issues examined are the extent of the human destruction the degree of collaboration
jewish reactions and efforts to save the jews



Hitler's American Gamble
2021-11-16

a riveting account of the five most crucial days in twentieth century diplomatic history from
pearl harbor to hitler s declaration of war on the united states by early december 1941 war had
changed much of the world beyond recognition nazi germany occupied most of the european continent
while in asia the second sino japanese war had turned china into a battleground but these
conflicts were not yet inextricably linked and the united states remained at peace hitler s
american gamble recounts the five days that upended everything december 7 to 11 tracing
developments in real time and backed by deep archival research historians brendan simms and
charlie laderman show how hitler s intervention was not the inexplicable decision of a man so
bloodthirsty that he forgot all strategy but a calculated risk that can only be understood in a
truly global context this book reveals how december 11 not pearl harbor was the real watershed
that created a world war and transformed international history

Come to This Court and Cry
2022-05-26

part detective story part family history part probing inquiry into how best to reckon with the
horrors of a previous century come to this court and cry is bracingly original beautifully
written and haunting an astonishing book patrick radden keefe author of empire of pain kinstler
reminds us of the dangerous instability of truth and testimony and the urgent need in the twenty
first century to keep telling the history of the twentieth anne applebaum a masterpiece peter
pomerantsev to probe the past is to submit the memory of one s ancestors to a certain kind of
trial in this case the trial came to me a few years ago linda kinstler discovered that a man
fifty years dead a former nazi who belonged to the same killing unit as her grandfather was the
subject of an ongoing criminal investigation in latvia the proceedings threatened to pardon his
crimes they put on the line hard won facts about the holocaust at the precise moment that the
last living survivors the last legal witnesses were dying across the world second world war era
cases are winding their way through the courts survivors have been telling their stories for the
better part of a century and still judges ask for proof where do these stories end what
responsibilities attend their transmission so many generations on how many ghosts need to be put
on trial for us to consider the crime scene of history closed in this major non fiction debut
linda kinstler investigates both her family story and the archives of ten nations to examine what
it takes to prove history in our uncertain century probing and profound come to this court and
cry is about the nature of memory and justice when revisionism ultra nationalism and denialism
make it feel like history is slipping out from under our feet it asks how the stories we tell
about ourselves our families and our nations are passed down how we alter them and what they
demand of us

Days of Remembrance, April 22-29, 1990
1990

stephen barton has commissioned social scientists philosophers of religion feminists biblical
scholars historians moral theologians and systematic theologians international experts from a
wide range of theological and related disciplines to reflect on holiness the book is divided into
four parts the idea of holiness holiness and scripture holiness and christian tradition and
holiness and contemporary issues the contributions are inter denominational and inter religious
there is nothing comparable on holiness available at present so this collection fills a
significant gap in the literature its comprehensive range and its interdisciplinary style will
make it an important resource for students and scholars in theology church history ethics and
religious studies



Holiness
2003-04-01

by the age of fourteen hannelore had lost her home and her citizenship when the nazis and their
collaborators worked to erase every trace of jewish life in germany from 1941 to 1945 she was a
captive moved around through five concentration camps and prisoner ghettos until she was finally
liberated by an american soldier her entire family had been murdered and she was the only one to
survive the holocaust as told through the lens of her first daughter carolyn this is the american
immigrant story of resilience hope and cookies a young woman who has lost everything is embraced
by her adopted country and through ingenuity patience and perseverance discovers joyful ways to
preserve her heritage and culture through baking

Suitcase Full of Cookies
2023-08-21

ghetto forced labor camp concentration camp all of the elements of the national socialists
policies of annihilation were to be found in riga this first analysis of the riga ghetto and the
nearby camps of salaspils and jungfernhof addresses all aspects of german occupation policy
during the second world war drawing upon a broad array of sources that includes previously
inaccessible soviet archives postwar criminal investigations and trial records of alleged
perpetrators and the records of the society of survivors of the riga ghetto the authors have
produced an in depth study of the riga ghetto that never loses sight of the latvian capital s
place within the overall design of nazi policy and the all of europe dimension of the holocaust

The 'Final Solution' in Riga
2012

an acclaimed writer on her mother s tumultuous life as a jewish immigrant in 1930s new york and
her life long guilt when the holocaust claims the family she left behind in latvia a story of
love war and life as a jewish immigrant in the squalid factories and lively dance halls of new
york s garment district in the 1930s my mother s wars is the memoir lillian faderman s mother was
never able to write the daughter delves into her mother s past to tell the story of a latvian
girl who left her village for america with dreams of a life on the stage and encountered the
realities of her new world the battles she was forced to fight as a woman an immigrant worker and
a jew with family left behind in hitler s deadly path the story begins in 1914 mary the girl who
will become lillian faderman s mother just seventeen and swept up with vague ambitions to be a
dancer travels alone to america where her half sister in brooklyn takes her in she finds a job in
the garment industry and a shop friend who teaches her the thrills of dance halls and the cheap
amusements open to working class girls this dazzling life leaves mary distracted and her half
sister and brother in law scandalized that she has become a good time gal they kick her out of
their home an event with consequences mary will regret for the rest of her life eighteen years
later still barely scraping by as a garment worker and unmarried at thirty five mary falls madly
in love and has a torrid romance with a man who will never marry her but who will father lillian
faderman before he disappears from their lives america is in the midst of the depression hitler
is coming to power in europe and new york s garment workers are just beginning to unionize mary
makes tentative steps to join despite her lover s angry opposition as national socialism engulfs
europe mary realizes she must find a way to get her family out of latvia and she spends frenetic
months chasing vague promises and false rumors of hope pregnant again after having submitted to
two wrenching back room abortions and still unmarried mary faces both single motherhood and the
devastating possibility of losing her entire eastern european family drawing on family stories
and documents as well as her own tireless research lillian faderman has reconstructed an
engrossing and essential chapter in the history of women of workers of jews and of the holocaust
as immigrants experienced it from american shores



My Mother's Wars
2015-07-14

in examining the recorded memoirs of fifty holocaust survivors david patterson draws on the
teaching of the sacred texts of jewish tradition and the philosophy of emil fackenheim and
emmanuel levinas that memory he argues serves three purposes for jews struggling to recover after
the holocaust first a recovery of tradition not only was the body of israel targeted for
destruction but also its very soul as that soul was defined by god torah and sacred history
second a recovery from an illness these jews suffer from the illness of indifference that plagued
heaven and earth throughout the event third these memoirs reveal the open ended nature of
recovery as a process that has no resolution the survivors emerge from the camps but the camps
stay with the survivors and cast their shadow over the world readers are transformed into
witnesses who face a never ending process of remembrance for the sacred in spite of indifference

Sun Turned to Darkness
1998-09-01

in masters of death pulitzer prize winning author rhodes gives full weight for the first time to
the einsatzgruppen s role in the holocaust these special task forces organized by heinrich
himmler to follow the german army as it advanced into eastern poland and russia were the agents
of the first phase of the final solution they murdered more than 1 5 million men women and
children between 1941 and 1943 often by shooting them into killing pits as at babi yar these
massive crimes have been generally overlooked or underestimated by holocaust historians who have
focused on the gas chambers in this painstaking account pulitzer prize winning author richard
rhodes profiles the eastern campaign s architects as well as its ordinary soldiers and policemen
and helps us understand how such men were conditioned to carry out mass murder marshaling a vast
array of documents and the testimony of perpetrators and survivors this book is an essential
contribution to our understanding of the holocaust and world war ii

Masters of Death
2007-12-18

the controversial 1991 war crimes act gave new powers to courts to try non british citizens
resident in the uk for war crimes committed during wwii but in spite of the extensive
investigative and legal work that followed and the expense of some 11 million it led to just one
conviction that in 1999 of anthony andrzej sawoniuk drawing on previously unavailable archival
documents transcripts of interviews with suspects and disclosures by senior lawyers and policer
offers in the war crimes units wcus in parallel with the history of bungled investigations in the
1940s safe haven considers for the first time why and how convictions failed to follow
investigations within the broader context of war crimes investigations in the united states
germany and australia the authors reassess the legal and investigative processes and decisions
that stymied inquiries from the war crimes act itself to the restrictive criteria applied to it
taken together the authors argue that these including the interpretations of who could and should
be prosecuted and decisions about the nature and amount of evidence needed for trial meant that
many nazi collaborators escaped justice and never appeared in a criminal court the authors
situate this history within the legacy of the holocaust how if at all do the belated attempts to
address a failure of justice sit with an ever growing awareness of the holocaust represented by
memorialization and education in so doing safe haven provokes a timely reconsideration of the
relationship between law history and truth

Safe Haven
2024-02-02

a historian s carefully researched work based on a vast array of sources documenting hitler s and



himmler s responsibility for the murder of european jewry the book details the planning and the
improvisations but emphasizes the former and himmler s fanatical hatred of the jewish race as the
determinative cause of the holocaust dealing with a charged controversy breitman makes a powerful
case that by march 1941 the final solution was just a matter of time and timing i e that the
holocaust was not a reflex of hitler s fear that the war in russia could not be won breitman
argues that the wannsee conference merely ratified the plans and instructed other agencies to
cooperate breitman records the instances of resistance or opposition but notes that of course the
cooperation of thousands many still alive and never tried and the complicity or silence of
millions were needed to carry out the murder the book concludes that himmler s brutality was more
learned than instinctive or emotional a methodical murderer impelled by racist dogma foreign
affairs breitman s book is decisively important it should serve for years to come as required
reading for all who wish to make sense of the holocaust daniel jonah goldhagen the new republic
looking nothing like the nordic ideal he advocated heinrich himmler chief of the nazi ss was
short flabby and balding his dull pedantic exterior disguising the caustic cowardly machiavellian
immensely cruel master of deceit within breitman presents compelling evidence that the
extermination of jews was an early goal of himmler a bavarian and lapsed catholic and his boss
adolf hitler drawing on previously untapped german records as well as other source materials this
engrossing detailed study constitutes a powerful refutation of revisionist scholars who claim
that hitler did not plan the final solution in advance but instead improvised it out of either
military or political frustration publishers weekly a truly path breaking book one of the few
that will have a lasting impact on historical research of the period it shows both the primacy of
hitler as the motivating force in the mass murder and the way in which his initiatives were
accepted and internalized by the ss on the basis of ideology holocaust and genocide studies
chilling expert history kirkus a n eminently sensible and judicious study that could well serve
as a textbook on the topic the historian breitman s research is meticulous especially valuable
are his novel insights into the full and frequent communication between himmler and hitler who it
is known seldom signed an order mr breitman presents his arguments cogently michael h kater the
new york times an absorbing important book that addresses the sequence of steps leading to the
final solution financial times as breitman persuasively demonstrates the situation kept changing
but hitler was always in charge and his goals always included ridding his empire of the jews los
angeles times breitman is on the hunt for smoking guns he finds the goods littered throughout
himmler s speeches and conversations breitman shows that people knew washington post book world
the book is chillingly good on the uses and abuses of language to mask atrocity newsday breitman
s study is an important addition to the literature on the origins of the nazi genocide one that
provides the most likely scenario and settles important disputed questions breitman s study is a
major step forward in our understanding of how the nazis initiated mass murder german studies
review an important book i much admire this work particularly for its resourceful combing of
primary material there is much to learn from this book about the final solution its origins its
implementation and its hate inspired architect the american historical review

The Architect of Genocide: Himmler and the Final Solution
2022-09-05

ch 1 pp 1 48 deals with the period before 1917 discussing church inspired anti jewish policies
from the 15th century onwards the ban on jewish settlement up to the 18th century and
restrictions on the jews under tsarist rule culminating in a series of pogroms distinguishes
three stages in soviet jewish history with a section on antisemitism in each period during 1917
1939 the years of construction antisemitism was officially outlawed yet it persisted due to a
deep rooted tradition and the need for an outlet for resentment against the regime during 1939
1953 the years of destruction soviet jews were victims of the nazi extermination policy and
stalin s campaign against jewish cosmopolitanism and zionism in the post stalin period 1953 1983
antisemitic propaganda appeared in the mass media and in literature expressing traditional
stereotypes as well as anti zionism mentions also discrimination in education and employment



The Jews of the Soviet Union
1988

this three volume encyclopedia abridged from a 30 volume set in hebrew and with a foreword by
elie wiesel chronicles jewish life before and during the holocaust arranged alphabetically by
town thousands of entries explore centuries of jewish life some entries particularly for large
cities provide information on jewish residents as early as the middle ages and discuss the fate
of jews during the black death persecutions 1348 1349 and various pogroms from the 17th to 20th
centuries each entry provides information on the town s jewish inhabitants on the eve of german
occupation gives the dates of jewish roundups and mass executions and estimates how many jews
from that community survived the war includes more than 600 black and white photographs

The Encyclopedia of Jewish Life Before and During the Holocaust:
Seredina-Buda-Z
2001

von deutschen truppenangehörigen verübte sexuelle verbrechen waren in den besetzten gebieten der
sowjetunion ein weit verbreitetes phänomen soldaten machten frauen zu opfern sexueller folter und
begingen vergewaltigungen regina mühlhäuser untersucht sexuelle gewalt ebenso wie das gesamte
spektrum heterosexueller aktivitäten von wehrmachts und ss angehörigen im kontext der damaligen
vorstellungen von männlichkeit und sexualität vom besuch geheimer prostituierter und von
militärbordellen über sex im austausch gegen schutz oder lebensmittel bis hin zu einvernehmlichen
beziehungen die mitunter dazu führten dass die männer heiratsgesuche stellten regina mühlhäusers
arbeit bietet wertvolle erkenntnisse die die bisherigen forschungen zu den sexuellen politiken
von wehrmacht und ss erweitern und vertiefen und unser verständnis der verwobenheit von
männlichkeit gewalt und sexualität in kriegszeiten bereichern

Eroberungen
2012-10-18

am morgen des 30 november 1941 sah der lettische hafenarbeiter jānis lipke wie tausende rigaer
juden in langen kolonnen zu ihrer ermordung getrieben wurden in jānis entsetzen mischte sich wut
über die rohe und willkürliche gewalt sie mündete in dem entschluss etwas gegen diese
grausamkeiten zu tun und er beschloss zu handeln bis zum ende der deutschen besatzung in lettland
1945 rettete er insgesamt 54 menschen vor der erschießung er war nicht der einzige der sich und
seine familie der drohenden todesstrafe für die hilfeleistung gegenüber verfolgten aussetzte
häufig aus spontanem mitgefühl halfen letten und russen nicht nur jüdischen bekannten und
freunden sondern in vielen fällen auch fremden sich der ermordung zu entziehen der vorliegende
band thematisiert eindringlich die bedingungen und dimensionen der rettung von juden durch die
einheimische bevölkerung und stellt mehrere fälle vor die die besonderen schwierigkeiten und
gefahren dieser hilfeleistungen vergegenwärtigen beide seiten die retter und die geretteten
trugen in jeder hinsicht das tödliche risiko gemeinsam

Rettung kennt keine Konventionen
2016-06-10

hace unos años linda kinstler se enteró de que un hombre que llevaba décadas muerto un nazi que
había pertenecido al mismo comando asesino que su abuelo era objeto de una investigación judicial
en letonia se trataba de herberts cukurs el carnicero de riga un célebre aviador que tras la
segunda guerra mundial huyó a brasil hasta que el mosad lo asesinó en 1965 debido a la desidia de
la fiscalía y al blanqueamiento de la biografía de cukurs en nombre del orgullo patrio existía el
riesgo de que el proceso desembocara en su absolución como sucedía en otros lugares de europa
algunos hechos incontestables y arduamente probados del holocausto eran puestos en tela de juicio



al mismo tiempo que morían sus últimos supervivientes es decir sus últimos testigos legales
guiada por las reflexiones del estudioso yosef yerushalmi que se pregunta si el antónimo del
olvido no es la memoria sino la justicia kinstler investiga la historia de su familia y se
sumerge en los archivos de diez países para reflexionar sobre los desafíos legales y morales que
presentan los crímenes del nazismo en pleno siglo xxi cómo defender la verdad y la dignidad de
las víctimas cuando se apagan sus voces qué papel le corresponde a la justicia en una época en
que al amparo de ideologías ultranacionalistas proliferan la negación y el revisionismo indagar
en el pasado es someter la memoria de los antepasados a una suerte de juicio en esta ocasión el
juicio vino a mí o al menos el espectro de un juicio linda kinstler

Ven a este tribunal y llora
2024-02-05

english summary the verse from obadiah 1 11 on the day you stood aloof while strangers carried
off his wealth and foreigners entered his gates and cast lots for jerusalem you were like one of
them could be the motto for the contributions in this volume the passive bystander attitude
described in the verse corresponds to the stance of the free churches in germany towards the jews
during the ns regime engagement with this highly sensitive issue closes a gap in research on free
churches the aim of the book is to analyse the practice and church policy of the free churches on
jews between 1933 and 1945 for this contribution towards reappraising the past the editors
succeeded in obtaining contributions from a large number of church historians from the free
churches specifically the contributions deal with the quakers the mennonites the brethren
movement methodists the pentecostal movement the free evangelicals the independent evangelical
lutheran churches the free moravian church the seventh day adventists as well as the austrian
free churches the contributions are introduced with a text on free church opinions of jews in the
late 19th and early 20th century german description das bibelwort aus obadja 1 11 zu der zeit als
du dabeistandest und sahst wie fremde sein heer gefangen wegfuhrten und auslander zu seinen toren
einzogen und uber jerusalem das los warfen da warst auch du wie einer von ihnen konnte als motto
fur die beitrage dieses bandes stehen die passive zuschauerhaltung entspricht dem verhalten der
freikirchen in deutschland gegenuber den juden wahrend der ns zeit die beschaftigung mit diesem
brisanten thema schliesst eine lucke in der freikirchenforschung zielstellung ist die praxis und
kirchenpolitik der freikirchen den juden gegenuber zwischen 1933 und 1945 zu analysieren fur
dieses stuck vergangenheitsbewaltigung konnte eine grossere zahl von kirchenhistorikern aus den
freikirchen gewonnen werden im einzelnen behandeln die beitrage quaker mennoniten die
bruderbewegung methodisten pfingstbewegung baptisten die freien evangelischen gemeinden die
selbststandigen evangelisch lutherischen kirchen die herrnhuter bruder die siebenten tags
adventisten sowie die freikirchen osterreichs eingeleitet werden die beitrage von einem text zu
freikirchlichen ansichten uber juden im 19 und zu beginn des 20 jahrhunderts

Freikirchen und Juden im "Dritten Reich"
2011

en fängslande och initierad militärhistorisk skildring niels bo poulsen är en av nordens ledande
militärhistoriker i sin bok dödskampen ger han en detaljerad skildring av två totalitära
stormakters krig mot varandra och hur detta skoningslösa krig skulle komma att bli avgörande för
utgången av andra världskriget mamma dog den 13 maj 1942 klockan 7 30 på morgonen alla är döda
bara tatjana finns kvar det skrev tolvåriga tatjana savitjeva i sin dagbok efter att under det
föregående halvåret fått se alla sina familjemedlemmar duka under för svält köld och sjukdomar i
det belägrade leningrad hitlers anfall på stalins sovjetunionen avgjorde inte bara 27 miljoner
sovjetmedborgares öde utan kriget som än i dag i ryssland kallas det stora fosterländska kriget
skulle även avgöra hela europas öde kriget på östfronten hitlers nederlag och stalins seger
påverkar fortfarande samtidens europa innehållet i dödskampen bygger på niels bo poulsens egen
forskning i ryska och tyska arkiv och berättar om allt från strategierna till vardagslivet vid
fronten utöver en skarp blick på de militära krigshändelserna ger niels bo poulsen också
fascinerande inblickar i krigets sovjetiska samhälle och beskriver bland annat befolkningens liv
under tysk ockupation ryssarnas dagliga liv på sovjetiska hemfronten och regimens fortsatta



förtryck av sin egen befolkning den intressanta växlingen i perspektiv mellan taktik och strategi
de enskilda soldaterna och befälhavarna samt vardagslivet hos befolkningen gör dödskampen till
uttömmande och slående läsning boken ger en unik bild av stalins fullständiga mobilisering av det
sovjetiska samhället och den utmanar den ryska patriotiska bilden av det stora fosterländska
kriget

Dödskampen
2018-02-13

der nationalsozialismus steht für den geschichts und sozialwissenschaftler nach mehr als 60
jahren nach dessen ende immer noch im fokus des interesses die arbeit setzt sich präzise und
übersichtlich mit dieser geschichtsepoche auseinander und vermittelt dem zeit und
kulturgeschichtlich interessierten leser in übersichtlicher form wichtige daten und fakten
kompakte hintergrundinformationen biographien beiträge von zeitzeugen glossar sowie ein
dokumententeil ein umfassendes bibliographisches verzeichnis sowie ein ausführliches sach und
personenregister vervollständigen diese wissensbasis

Das Dritte Reich und der Holocaust
2008

lists 1 275 items diaries letters memoirs autobiographies oral interviews histories almost all in
english see pp 91 261 items 346 1046 holocaust 1939 1945

First-Person Accounts of Genocidal Acts Committed in the
Twentieth Century
1991-08-26
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